FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(West Jordan, UT)- The West Jordan Police Department is asking for the public’s help in locating Oscar De Leon.

Oscar was last seen walking around his home on Sunday August 20, 2017. He was last seen wearing a grey t-shirt with a logo on it, grey dress pants and black shoes. He was carrying a black bag and uses a black cane to help him walk. Oscar is 79 years old, has grey hair and brown eyes. He is about 4’9” tall and weighs approximately 135 pounds. Oscar suffers from memory loss and arthritis. He stands and walks with a hunched up back and typically moves very slow. Given Oscar’s age and health related problems, there is concern for his welfare.

Anyone with information is asked to call the West Jordan Police Department at 801-840-4000. Callers may reference case number 17H013185.
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